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Day 5 
Thursday 14 October 2004 

Breakfast was definitely on today with our departure for the track being scheduled for 7.30 AM. The shuttle bus 
service was heading to Jongji University for attendees of the Symposium. So a taxi was ordered. 

The taxis are generally made in China VW products. A clear shield surrounds the driver. All trips are well 
metered and receipts produced. If riding in the back seat you immediately notice the softness of the seat foam as 
you sink low in the cab. This morning we had a careful driver. Before moving off he took directions from 
Sherry, one of the Michelin helpers stationed at the hotel, put on his white cotton driving gloves and joined the 
main road. Along the way he needed a gulp from his container of tea after which he loudly prepared to spit out 
of the window. All pretty normal but spitting is something the Government is trying to re-educate the people 
about. There are many signs in Shanghai saying plainly ‘Do Not Spit’. 

The Bibendum organisers used this morning to photograph the fleet of cars taking part in the Public Day 
display. There was a convoy of vehicles escorted by police to undertake the 10 kilometre trip to the venue. This 
time Derrick was just part of the convoy with no support car or communication. Actually this trip was more 
harrowing than the rally. 

The venue was like a large supermarket of new car dealers. Its entry was a huge stainless steel archway fully 
equipped with stages, fountains, pools and a modelling runway. 
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The convoy entered from the side and with just a bit of confusion the cars were placed in their allocated 
positions by technology group. Ford had kindly carried David and Andrew to the site as we failed to all fit in the 
solar car. We rode in the impressive Ford Escape hybrid SUV. 

To our surprise Aurora 101 was to be placed in the prime position in front of the gleaming entry arch. This was 
the only car there. Visitors were to be introduced to the cleanest and greenest technology from the beginning of 
the exhibition.  

There was an impressive opening ceremony. Local officials expressed their pleasure at attracting the world’s 
best green technology cars. The charming Mr Edouard Michelin maintained his good humour and enthusiasm in 
welcoming visitors and then it was over to the program of events. These included dance groups, art 
competitions, the public’s favourite car vote, loud music and TV coverage. 

Aurora 101 was inundated with curious onlookers ranging from bright school-children to construction workers 
from a near-by building project. We spied the appropriate Snoopy T-shirt. It said ‘The sun is shining, it’s a 
brand new day and I’m alive’. That captured the mood of the day perfectly. 
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By 3.00 PM it was time to close the show and convoy back to the track. This time we watched Derrick from an 
exhibitor’s special diesel powered bus. What was great was to see the reaction from pedestrians. The tongues 
would wag tonight over dinner.  

We decided to complete the packing and install the solar car and trailer into the container. This freed us up for 
Friday. 
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A trip to the hotel, clean up and a change of clothing saw us ready to attend the closing dinner and Awards 
Ceremony at the magnificent Jongji University. The food was lavish, the venue impressive and the Awards 
auditorium packed. 

The organisers tried very hard to award every notable effort. Winners received a special trophy designed 
specifically for this event. Aurora won because it had zero emissions. The Rally results were declared and 
awarded by Bruno Moretti. The Design award was given to the Volvo 3CC and other entries and was presented 
by Fabrizio Giugiaro, son of the famous designer Giorgetto Giugiaro who co founded Ital Design. 

It was hard to find a loser. The mood was upbeat. The speeches flowed, mostly short. Mr Bibendum closed with 
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words in Chinese.  

Aurora was privileged to be part of this event. We were determined to take part to the full, to drive in every 
competition, to manage a display, to conduct a press conference and to reach Chinese Universities to have them 
consider solar car projects. All these objectives were achieved successfully. We believe there is a place for solar 
energy in the emerging world of electric driven cars. 

Challenge Bibendum 2004 was the right event at the right time in the right place. It was the biggest ever held. 

Michelin’s energetic project director Dr Patrick Oliva concluded by hinting about the next Challenge 
Bibendum. It is to be early in 2006 possibly in Europe. Can we predict more solar car entries? Definitely! 

Aurora was greatly encouraged to attend this event in Shanghai by the Michelin organisers. We were well 
treated and all the problems were solved. We thank Michelin for this. 

The end is not here, it’s in tomorrow’s report. 
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